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750 Gigabyte Overnight Hard Drive Upgrade For MacBook and MacBook Pro
Published on 08/24/09
TechRestore, Inc. announced today that they have begun offering the first 750 Gigabyte
Overnight Drive Upgrade service for MacBook and MacBook Pro systems. This upgrade
includes
data transfer and free shipping. The new 750 Gigabyte laptop drive is compatible with 13
and 15 inch MacBook and MacBook Pro Unibody systems and the original MacBook Pro 17"
models. TechRestore's high-speed overnight hard drive upgrade service is completed within
24-hours.
Concord, California - TechRestore, Inc. announced today that they have begun offering the
first 750 Gigabyte Overnight Drive Upgrade service for MacBook and MacBook Pro systems
that includes data transfer and free shipping. Break the storage barrier with the new 750
Gigabyte laptop drive that is compatible with 13 and 15 inch MacBook and MacBook Pro
Unibody systems and the original MacBook Pro 17" models.
TechRestore's high-speed overnight hard drive upgrade service is completed within 24-hours
and includes installation of the new drive into the users MacBook or MacBook Pro, data
transfer from the old hard drive onto the new drive and Free return shipping. An exact
clone of the users data is transferred to the new drive ready for immediate use when their
Mac is returned to them.
Clients also have the option of having their old hard drive installed into an external
enclosure for an additional $39, which works great with the revolutionary Time-Machine
backup feature in Mac OS 10.5 Leopard. Nationwide door-to-door pickup service is available
for the upgrade as well as local pickup from one of over 2000 TechRestore local pickup
centers throughout the United States.
"We continually receive requests for larger storage upgrades from our clients, said
Shannon Jean, Founder and President of TechRestore. "The new 750 Gigabyte drive is perfect
for storing massive amounts of personal data, applications, video, music and more. We are
very excited to bring this new service to our clients."
The upgrade is available immediately with pricing as follows:
Overnight 750 Gigabyte MacBook and MacBook Pro Unibody Hard Drive Upgrade Service with
Data Transfer and Free Return Shipping: $299 (USD).
750 Gigabyte Drive Upgrade:
http://techrestore.com/xcart/product.php?productid=18622
TechRestore:
http://techrestore.com

Created out of a passion for the products we sell and service, TechRestore brings together
an unmatched repair and product expertise team to provide repairs, upgrades & recoveries
for electronic devices such as Mac & PC Laptops, iPods, Mac minis, Apple TVs and video
game systems. With more than 20-years of experience providing solutions for our customers,
we've still kept our sense of wonder about how fortunate we are to work with these
fantastic products and people each day. TechRestore customers can rest assured that while
their products may fail them, TechRestore never will. TechRestore has locations in the
United States and Canada.
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